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We separate reads mapped once and mapped several times. Reads mapped too often provide little information to the end user and are actually rarely considered.
A unique read is a read mapped at only one location.
Reads originate from a random position (drawn uniformly) in the genome. We look whether this original position is retrieved by the software.

    

The maximum number of hits asked to the software is limited to 200.

Some softwares were not able to align 10 millions reads on the reference genomes 
(mostly because the memory requirements were too demanding).
These softwares do not appear in the tables.

Softwares were run on a single CPU core (even though most softwares allow multithreading).

We used a 2.3 GHz CPU (64 bits) with 16 GB of memory.
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Recent DNA sequencers, usually called "next generation", produce reads that are shorter and in 
much larger number than previous sequencers. New alignment programs have been developed for 
these new type of reads. Our study evaluates the efficiency, strong points and weaknesses of these 
tools.

We have identified about 40 softwares that are currently used to map onto known genomes the 
reads produced by next generation sequencers (NGS). Our study focuses on short reads (produced 
by Illumina sequencers).

We focus on 9 of the most used softwares (bwa, Novoalign, Bowtie, MOM, ProbeMatch, SOAP2, 
BFAST, SHRiMP, and maq) to align the simulated reads on the genome.
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ToolsTools

Output Algorithm Input Multithreaded Gap Version

Bwa SAM Burrows-Wheeler NT-space yes yes 0.5.6

Novoalign SAM  Indexing the reference genome (proprietary source) NT-space and colorspace yes no 2.06.09

Bowtie SAM Burrows-Wheeler NT and colorspace yes no 0.12.5

MOM Own  Hash-table on reference genome or read sequences NT-space yes no 0.4

ProbeMatch Own  Hash-table on reference genome NT-space no no

SOAP2 SAM-like Burrows-Wheeler NT-space yes yes 2.20

BFAST SAM Hash-table on reference genome NT-space and colorspace yes yes 0.6.4d

SHRiMP SAM Hash-table on read sequences NT-space and colorspace yes yes 2.0.1

Maq SAM Hash-table on read sequences NT-space no no 0.7.1
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●On SOLiD reads (colorspace)
●On paired-ends and mate-paired reads
●On larger datasets (100M, 1G reads)
●On reads produced by sequencers (instead of simulated ones)

●Incorporate model on the errors produced by sequencers
●Other types of variations for the reads (gaps, mutations)
●Automate the evaluation process
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Future developmentsFuture developments

We simulate two sets of reads of length 40 bp, that are drawn uniformly in a dataset. To 
reflect the diversity of genomic data, we use 2 kinds of datasets: the human genome (2.7G 
bp) and a concatenation of 900 bacterial genomes (1.7G bp). The sets contain 10M reads, 
close to the actual amount produced by NGS tools.

In the first set reads are simulated without errors, in the second, three mismatches are added 
at random positions. We monitor several indicators of the performance of each software: 
CPU time used, whether the read matches at its "original" position, number of match 
positions found for a given read, number of uniquely mapped reads.
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A hit (for a read) is a position in the genome where the read is mapped. 
A read with a single hit is a unique read. Some reads have up to 30k 
hits.

Each hit of a read is written to an output file. The first hit in the output 
file has rank one, the second has rank two, etc.

CPU time is split in two : indexing and mapping times.
Indexing is done once for a given reference genome.
Mapping is done for each set of reads.
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